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We study the necessary and sufficient conditions for a finite ergodic ,Varkov chain to 
converge in a finite number of transitions to its stationary distribution. Using this re- 
sult, we describe the class of Markov chains which attain the stationary distrrbution in a 
finite number of steps, independent of ohe initial distribution. We then exhibit a queueing 
model that has a Markov chain embedded at the points of regeneration that falls within 
this class. Finally, we examine the class of continuous time Markov processes whose em- 
bedded Markov chain possesses the property of rapid convergence, and find that, in the 
case where the distribution of sojourn times is indepenc’ent of the state, WC’ can compute 
the distribution of the system at time t in the form of a simple closed expressicn. 
I convergence generalized eigenvectors Markov chains initial distribution I 
In the theory of Maukou chains, it is 8 well-known fact that 8 
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ditions that the matrix of one step transition probabilities must satisfy 
in order for suich special initial distributions to exist, We also obtain the 
general form of such initial distributions. 
From these one can. also derive the conditions, both necessary and 
sufficient, &,at the transition probability matrix must satisfy so that any 
initial distribution will lead to the stationary distribution in a finite num- 
ber of transitions. 
We also exhibit a queueing model whose embedded Markov chain 
possesses this property. 
As an interesting application of the property of attaining the stationary 
distribution in a finite number of transitions, we consider the continuous 
’ time Markonr process whose embedded Markov chain has this property 
and find, in the case where the mean sojcurn time in all states is constant, 
independent of the state, a simple closed expression for the distribution 
of the state: of the system at time t. 
Since obtaining the time dependent solution to a continuous time 
Markov chain entails solving a system of linear differential equations, it 
is clear that this solution applies to such systems whenever the coefficient 
matrix satis’fim the conditions needed in the case of the Markov chain, 
2. The case of discrete time 
‘Throughout. this report P will represent the one step transition matrix 
of an n state Markov chain yt < 00, with only one recurrent class. n will 
denote its stationary distribution and S the column vector of appropriate 
dimension whose elements are all 1 (sum vector). 
Lemma 2.1. If there exists a vector X, E En, Xr # n, such that 
xTpr = nT 
r , XrTpj# TT, j= 1,2 )...) Y- 1) 
itten there exists at least one vector X, =Ic, T such that X[P= nT. 
oof. Let XT = XTP+? q Y 
Lemma 2.2. I”Xr as i,yt Lemma 2.1 exi,vts, then 0 is an eigenvalue of P. 
0 is nc+t an eigenvalue of P and X, exists. By Lemma 2.1, 
= ITT, Xl # 7r. Iso, n satisfies 7tTP = rT. 
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Hence, we can write 
W +7T)P=0. 
Since 0 is not an eigenvalue of P, 
contradiction. c3 
we must have XT - nT = 0 which is a 
Lemma 2.3. A II left e&en vectors and generalized eigenvectors’ of P ex- 
cept that which is associated with the eigenvalue 1 have the property 
that their elements add to 0. 
Bruof. Since the Markov chain has only one recurrent class, 1 is a simple 
eigenwalue ofR (For a complete discussion of this see, for example, [ 23.) 
The right eigenvector associated with it can be taken to be S. ‘ThiGs will 
make the left eigenvector associated with it to be 7~. Since the matrix of 
left eigeqvectors and generalized eigenvectors of P is the inverse of the 
m:atrix of right eigenvectors and generalized eigenvectors, we will have 
that, for any left eigenvector or generalized eigenvector, f satisfiesfs = 0 
except for 7~ which satisfies n*S = 1. EI 
Now let IQ, i = 1, 2, ,_., r be the nonzero eigen;alues (not necessarily 
distinct) of P. Let fii, j = 1, 2, . . . . ti be the chain of generalized eigenvec- 
tors associated with Ai* Let 0 be an eigenvalue of multiplicity K and ei): 
fOSj = 1, 2, . . . . Ki, i = 1, 2, . . . . m be the chains associated with it. We 
must then have x$, i K = K, lL/‘z1 ti = n - AK. We will also assume that the 
hi have been numbered so that h, = 1 implying tl = l,ji 1 = n. 
Theorem 2.4. A necessary and sujficient condition for the initial distribu- 
tion X to satisfy XTPv = nT is that X can be written as 
(2.1) 
m (v AKi)-1 
X=T+C C PiK jei# j 
i=l j=Q * i- : i- 
where the Pii are appropraQ te scalars. As a no ta Gonal simplification, we 
use a h b to-represent min (a, b). 
roof. since the collection of vectors {.#$ u {eii) form a basis for En, 
there exists a collection of scalars aijy @ii such that we can write, for any , 
’ An introduction to the concept of chains of generalized eigenvectm is [ 31. 
xTpv = A Tp = A TJVL . 
When then compute the yth power ofJ which is easily accomplished be- 
cause of its special structure. Relation (2.2) follows by postmultiplying 
by L and premultiplying by AT. SinIce& = r8 tI = lR it follows from 
Lemma 2.3 that XTS = 1 implying all = 1. Thus, we can rew.rite (2.2) as 
Since the {&} u {eij) form a basis, we must have that their coefficients 
in this equation must be zero. Hence, we have that the coefficients of the 
e/s are zero or, 
P ii=0 forj=193,...tKi-v, VisuchthatL*<Ki , 
ana the coefficients c*f The jjj are zero or 
-i+p = 0 for j = 1, 2, ti, i = ..,, 1, 2, . . . . r , 
where a v b represents max [a, b}. For j = 1, this last relation yields 
One UWJ thr-l.a continue indwtively to ~slow that ” _ 
@jjdl forj= 1, 2, v..,tj, $= 1, 2, .*., r 
which campletes the proof of the necessity of condition (2.1). 
The proof of its sufficiency is, of course, straightforward. R
Corollary 2.5. In order to have XTPu = nT, XTPVM1 # nT, in addition to 
b’quation (23, it is necessary and sujflcient that the followmg two con- 
ditions be satisfied: 
(a) for some i, V G Ki; 
00 P&K j- u+l # 0 for some such i. 
Corollary 2.6. If K = n - 1, then any initial distribution will yield the 
stationary distribution in at most r) = max (Ki} tran.sitions. This condition 
is also necessary. This follows from the fact that if A7 = n - 1, then the 
{eij) span a space of dimension n - 1, namely the s,vace of vectors 
(X : XTS = 0). Hence, any initial distribution can be represented by the 
relation (2.1). 
emark. It is clear that if q = max {A$} we can partition the space of ini- 
tial distributions into q + 2 classes. One class consists of x itself which 
yields the stationary distribution in 0 transitions. ‘The other classes are 
those which yield the stationary distribution in exactly 1, 2, . ..!. r) transi- 
tions and the last class being the one that yields the stationary distribu- 
tion after an infinite number of transitions. This last class will be empty 
in the case detailed in Corollary 2.6. Some or’ the other classes may also 
be empty. 
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and ea = (0, 0, . . . . -1, 1) is the left eigenvector associated with it. 
To verify whether 0 is a multiple eigenvalue, we must solve 
iff+J%?~ fotj=a,a- l,a- l,a-2,..., 
atid find solutisns that ;LR linearly indepeildent of those found before it. 
Due to the structure of P t is is ti straightforward ptoposition, ahd one 
find8 th@t 0 is MI aigenvaiue of multiplicity d9 with 8 sin& chain of gen- 
erulizad etgemvecta~a mmciated with it; 
TIUM~ me concludes ah& K = a = ti - 1 and heltce the embedded 
Mskev chaiti tttttlins ite sttitionwy distributim Bftef at most CJ trmsitims. 
